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WORKSHOP LEADER: John F. Allen  

EMAIL: johnfallenwriter@gmail.com    

PHONE: 317-698-8687 
 

GENRE: Speculative Fiction 

LENGTH: 1 ½ hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

 

THE BASICS OF WRITING SPECULATIVE FICTION  
The Basics of Writing Speculative Fiction is a basic guide on what speculative fiction consists of and how to 
create a Speculative Fiction Short Story from beginning to end. In this 1.5 hour course, you will learn the 
basic mechanics of writing a Speculative Fiction Short Story including: plot, setting, characters and world 
building. 
 
The workshop will explore what is speculative fiction. You may get a different answer depending on who you 
ask. In this workshop, we are going to explore the basics of what is needed to compose a speculative fiction 
piece. 
 
Like any story, you will need to create the basic elements:  

· Theme – Central story idea. 
· Plot – What happens within the story? 
· Setting – Where and when the story takes place? 
· Character – Who is in the story/who the story is about? 
· Conflict – Why is there a story to tell? What stands between the characters and their desires/needs/goals?  
· World building – This is a culmination of the above elements, woven together to create a relatable 

environment for the reader. 

 

JOHN F. ALLEN is an American author/writer and visual artist born in Indianapolis, IN. He is a founding and 
active member of the Speculative Fiction Guild,. He is also an active member of the Indiana Writers 
Center. where he serves as a faculty member, and teaches classes on various writing subjects. John studied 
Liberal Arts at IUPUI with a focus in Creative Writing and Art, received an honorable discharge from the 
United States Air Force and is a current member of the American Legion. John’s debut novel, The God 
Killers was published in 2013, followed by a spin-off novella series titled, Codename: Knight Ranger. Many of 
his short stories have been featured in his collection, The Best is Yet to Come which is currently published 
by Hydra Publications, along with The God Killers, Codename: Knight Ranger and Codename: Knight 
Ranger – The God Particle Conspiracy. He also penned the novelization of respected screenwriter, Demetrius 
Witherspoon’s short film, Submerge: Echo 51. John currently resides in Indianapolis, Indiana and is married 
to an amazing woman named Mia. He has one adult child and a teenager from a previous marriage.  

 
 

mailto:johnfallenwriter@gmail.com
https://speculativefictionguild.com/
https://www.indianawriters.org/
https://www.indianawriters.org/
https://www.indianawriters.org/faculty/
https://johnfallenauthor.com/the-god-killers/
https://johnfallenauthor.com/the-god-killers/
https://johnfallenauthor.com/codename-knight-ranger/
https://johnfallenauthor.com/the-best-is-yet-to-come/
https://hydrapublications.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1976099064/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i7
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Curtis Crisler  

EMAIL: crislerc33@gmail.com 

PHONE: (260) 403-7126 
 

GENRE: Poetry 

LENGTH: 1 ½ hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

  

HOW TO WRITE THE “SONASTIC POEM” 
Crisler’s Poety Book Don’t Moan So Much (Stevie): A Poetry Musiquarium, “is a collection of praise poems for 
Stevie Wonder,” E. Ethelbert Miller says. It is the book where Crisler came up with the “sonastic” poem, a 
new form of poetry that marries the pesona poem and the ekphrastic poem to create a new style. In this 
workshop, participants will understand and learn how to write this new form of poetry. Participants will 
review ekphrastic and persona poetry, as well as samples from songs and his book to illustrate the details of 
the sonastic form. All participants will then be prompted to write and share (depending on class 
circumstances) their writing with the workshop. Attendees will leave with an understanding of what a sonastic 
poem is, how to write sonastic, and will have a working draft of a sonastic poem. 

 

CURTIS CRISLER was born and raised in Gary, Indiana. Crisler’s (and Kevin McKelvey’s) poetry book 
Indiana Nocturnes: Our Rural and Urban Patchwork, was published by Nebo Publishing; THe GReY aLBuM 
[PoeMS], winner of a Steel Toe Books Open Reading Period Prize (Steel Toe Books); Don’t Moan So Much 
(Stevie): A Poetry Musiquarium (Kattywompus Press); “This” Ameri-can-ah (Cherry Castle Publishing); Pulling 
Scabs, nominated for a Pushcart (Aquarius Press). His YA books are Tough Boy Sonatas (Wordsong: an imprint of 
Boyd’s Mills Press, Inc.: a Highlights Company, with cover art and illustrations by Floyd Cooper), and 
Dreamist: a mixed-genre novel (Jordan’s Rainbow YA Book: a Division of Aquarius Press). His poetry chapbooks 
are Black Achilles (Accents Publishing); Wonderkind, nominated for a Pushcart (Aquarius Press); Soundtrack to 
Latchkey Boy (Finishing Line Press); Spill, won a Keyhole Chapbook Award (Keyhole Press); and Burnt Offering 
of a City, won the Kathy Young Chapbook Award. Crisler’s been published in a variety of magazines, journals, 
and anthologies. He’sbeen an editor and contributing poetry editor. Also, he created the poetry form called 
the sonastic and he created the Indiana Chitlin Circuit. He is Professor of English at Purdue University Fort 
Wayne (PFW). He can be contacted at www.poetcrisler.com. 

 
 

mailto:crislerc33@gmail.com
http://www.poetcrisler.com/
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Bryan Furuness 

EMAIL: furuness@gmail.com   

PHONE: 317-850-2799 
 

GENRE: Fiction 

LENGTH: 75 minutes – 2 ½ hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

 

REMIX: WRITING EDITION 

Writers and other artists often feel pressure to be "original." However, most of our favorite stories and other 
works of art aren't actually all that original. They tend to have a "core of familiarity and a fringe of novelty." 
One way to achieve that balance is to take something old and make it new in some way. To remix it, in other 
words. During this workshop, participants will cycle through several stations to try different ways of remixing 
the “source material.” Participants will cut and paste, add and erase to make new stories from old material.  
 

BRYAN FURUNESS is the author of a couple of novels, The Lost Episodes of Revie Bryson and Do Not Go 
On, and the co-author (with Sarah Layden) of The Invisible Art of Literary Editing. He is the editor of several 
anthologies, including My Name was Never Frankenstein: And Other Classic Adventure Tales Remixed. He lives in 
Indianapolis, where he is a Writer in Residence at Butler University. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:furuness@gmail.com
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Dave Griffith 

EMAIL: dgriff8@gmail.com  

PHONE: (434) 316-3683 
 

GENRE: Nonfiction; all 

LENGTH: Adaptable 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

 

WRITER AS PHYSICIAN: THE HEALING POWER OF STORYTELLING 
To tell stories is to be human. We tell stories to celebrate the beautiful, humorous, and unbelievable moments 
in our lives. We tell stories to celebrate and honor friends and family, and people we admire. We also tell 
stories to commiserate and tell people how we're feeling. 
 
This workshop will focus on how we use storytelling to heal. Drawing upon a fast-growing field of medical 
and literary study called Narrative Medicine, author Dave Griffith will lead you in a series of guided writing 
prompts whose goal is to unlock the potential that creative writing has to heal ourselves and better care for 
those who are in need of healing. 
 

DAVE GRIFFITH is the author of A Good War is Hard to Find: The Art of Violence in America, a collection of 
essays reflecting on how images of violence in film, literature, and news media shape our collective 
understanding of violence as a means of solving problems. For the past two decades, Dave has been leading 
creative writing workshops for writers of all ages and levels of experience. Formerly director of creative 
writing at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan, he now serves as a professor in the Center for University 
Advising at the University of Notre Dame. He lives in South Bend, where he directs Write Differently, a 
program offering workshops for young writers on the autism spectrum. 
 
 
  

mailto:dgriff8@gmail.com
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/585643.A_Good_War_Is_Hard_to_Find
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Lydia Johnson 

EMAIL:  lmjohnso89@gmail.com 

PHONE: 219.614.9724 

 

GENRE: Poetry 

LENGTH: 1 hour 

FORMAT: Virtual events only 
 

  

 
 

 

YOUR LIFE AS A POEM 
In this online workshop, I will teach participants how to mine their life experiences for poetic expression. 
Poets will read relevant contemporary poetry that will help them to imagine new ways to express, 
commemorate, and process significant events in their lives. A guided writing exercise will help new and 
experienced poets gain inspiration and create new work. 
 

ORDERING A CHAPBOOK   
In this online class, poets who have written a variety of individual poems will learn actionable steps to build a 
small collection, or chapbook. This short demonstrative class will give poets a framework for building from 
themes in individual poems to a larger theme across the chapbook, creating interest, as well as an emotional 
and stylistic journey to engage readers. 
 

LYDIA JOHNSON is a poet and writer from Gary, Indiana. Her writing has been published in 
BLACKBERRY: a magazine, Glamour Magazine, Kiwanis Magazine and the books Women in Clothes, Writers Resist: 
Hoosier Writers Unite, and Belt Publishing’s The Gary Anthology. She received her M.F.A in Creative Writing 
from Butler University and lives in Indianapolis, Indiana. She has taught poetry workshops and led book 
discussions for the Indiana Writers Center, Indiana Humanities and other local nonprofits. She volunteers as 
an Editorial Assistant for The Indianapolis Review and serves as a judge for various writing contests geared 
toward young writers. 
 
 
 
 

mailto:lmjohnso89@gmail.com
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Samuel Love 

EMAIL: samuelalove219@gmail.com 
 
 

GENRE: Creative Nonfiction 

LENGTH: Adaptable 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

ORAL HISTORY FOR BEGINNERS 
In this workshop, Sam will share best practices (and occasional failed approaches) from more than three 
decades of experience as an oral historian. Producing a good oral history involves more than just pressing 
record and asking a few questions. Sam will cover the entire process of conducting an oral history project, 
from selecting the right topic to preserving your work for posterity. At the end of the workshop participants 
will learn how to build enthusiasm for the project, how to make their potential respondents comfortable, how 
to develop open-ended questions that yield detailed, thoughtful answers, and tips for preserving and 
promoting the finished project. Far more than just an academic practice, oral histories are useful in producing 
family histories, community history projects, and for preserving institutional memory and wisdom of 
community organizations and businesses.  
 

SAMUEL LOVE is a social practice artist from Gary, Indiana who organizes public projects that connect 
communities to their cultural histories through publishing, multi-media installations, and performance. He is a 
2019-2020 fellow with the Center for Community Progress Community Revitalization Fellowship and the 
Indiana Arts Commission On Ramp Fellowship and is the editor of the forthcoming Gary Anthology for Belt 
Publishing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:samuelalove219@gmail.com
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Chantel Massey  

EMAIL: contact@chantelmassey.com 

PHONE: 317.362.4477 
 

GENRE: Poetry  

LENGTH: 1-3 hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

 

TENDER AND TITANIC: COMMUNITY, IMMORALITY AND CARE THROUGH POETRY  
This is a multimedia poetry workshop looking at the works of poet and warrior Audre Lorde. Specifically, we 
will discuss her essay “The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action.” Through poetry by looking 
at the work of poets like Jericho Brown, Danez Smith, Lucille Clifton, Franny Choi, and more, prompts, and 
discussion we will focus on our responsibility to care for ourselves and our community, immortality, and the 
power in using our own voices through poetry. 

 

THE POWER OF QUESTIONS, IMAGINATION AND STORYTELLING IN POETRY  
Lucille Clifton says "We can create what we cannot imagine." In this workshop, for kids,teens or adults, we 
will use poetry by Ross Gay, Lucille Clifton, Mari Evans and more , prompts, and engaging activities to 
explore what they would like to see for their future, ask them what kind of people they hope to be , and learn 
about  how to build a better community themselves and the ones they love.  

 

CHANTEL MASSEY is a storyteller, poet, author, teaching artist, editor, organizer, educator, practicing 
Afrofuturist, and avid anime lover from Indiana. Massey is a fellow of The Watering Hole and 
received support from VONA poetry, Brooklyn Poets, Hurston/Wright Foundation, and Tin House. She is a 
2023 Best of Net Award winner and 2020 Indiana Eugene and Marilyn Glick Indiana Authors Awards 
Emerging Author finalist for her first collection of poetry, Bursting At The Seams (VK Press, 2018), a Midwest 
Black girl coming of age story.  Massey founded the literary arts organization, UnLearn Arts, radically 
dedicated to amplifying and cultivating the craft and wellness of BIPOC writers in the Midwest and 
elsewhere. Alongside performing poetry, Massey serves as board member and Community Outreach 
Committee member for youth poetry organization, Word As Bond and reader at Revolute Magazine. Massey 
is also a teaching artist for the Asante Art Institute Zora's Daughters writing program, and a Caliban Art 
Board Member. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

mailto:contact@chantelmassey.com
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fbookshop.org%2fbooks%2fbursting-at-the-seams-a-collection-of-poetry%2f9780998275444&c=E,1,qK44HL28UOFYqBxXGx4jKoKfr9Z0MJrCeLpuQSvosxKwI3j3m6K9k0bf1drg4nYiArAZd-nxBov4SRzwGhIG_86ji1tmitW9xe9Av6yfE1W7lB2VTqfd&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.unlearnarts.org%2fabout-1&c=E,1,N5ugaut6GRWCpivKSBO84ULXuJ1PMnPDWcaiXcjw5Z8fkSYX9p5k0UISk4aQpsy7fztoSMYH2CduGKpOVm4saPTDbE3WoPRg9sQA9CCef5DAXekBEXhjEA,,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fwww.wordasbond.org%2f&c=E,1,EdqrkmuA0qHZ1buAivCw-9aI5A3URq11qbfu76WG3zCZeHgyX11y72L0nQ1o6TUuA0IYlkAeqo86pJOCe4ZpWaUhmEG_D6HJtl8a9lVbKWntzQNc&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2frevolutelit.com%2f&c=E,1,EjEmk4ILICK-XZTp-GAS1DK0sws4I1D2NFzjyqcgw3C3JIsedHzVZW08xDaXgtiW_HDPx1D3BONb10tgNmcYASJrCKc6uDRbzqpVbAlCCB8RBw,,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fasanteartinstitute.org%2f&c=E,1,myBpGSxrTAtzAKjrlbrQ54VQi4ogzhn3sdm0cDdIzPnAGDS6_upbaxfsFZiuvvnuhJldRPxK5MKK6eKw2Yb3AvseXgIBCJ0_PHSCV51CpNet4IYwytk,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.irvingtonvinylandbooks.com%2fcaliban-coop&c=E,1,Jt-CmnGezcKclxgJWx0ex-_vTmpnS-RiFiPX6EevpxPSNmLafUa3u-ez1fKV6m_MjbAkDqW_4H6Lr3jM5cqhnLOOW8vZcPqxdMRxmsceXxBCWzCnsuiz&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.irvingtonvinylandbooks.com%2fcaliban-coop&c=E,1,Jt-CmnGezcKclxgJWx0ex-_vTmpnS-RiFiPX6EevpxPSNmLafUa3u-ez1fKV6m_MjbAkDqW_4H6Lr3jM5cqhnLOOW8vZcPqxdMRxmsceXxBCWzCnsuiz&typo=1
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Alicia Rasley 

EMAIL: rasley@gmail.com  

PHONE: 317-694-6732 
 

GENRE: Fiction 

LENGTH: Adaptable; 2-4 hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 
 

STORY-BUILDERS! LET’S GET STARTED PLOTTING!  
Do you have a story in you? Is there an idea or character you want to explore? Here’s your chance to get 
started with the guidance of a veteran writer and affirmative editor, Alicia Rasley. We’ll start with your idea, 
and build out from there—explore the characters, organize the plot, outline dramatic events. Here’s what 
we’ll be doing in this fun and practical workshop: 
 

1. Developing your story through the Three Plotlines (External, Internal, Interactional) 
2. Channeling your characters and discovering their journey, goal, and strengths/weaknesses 
3. Changing the characters through events of the plot 
4. Intensifying the conflict and character change 
5. Ending the story with drama and resolution 

 
It sounds like a lot, but we can do it all in one workshop! By the time we’re done, you’ll have an outline of the 
three acts of the story plot, AND a summary of the character’s internal journey. You’ll be excited and ready to 
get started writing or revising your story! There’s a bigger market for stories than ever before, so here’s your 
chance to plunge right into that story you’ve wanted to write. 
 

ALICIA RASLEY is an award-winning novelist whose mystery, science fiction, family saga, and romance novels 
have been released by major publishers. She has edited dozens of stories and teaches fiction writing in 
workshops and online. She teaches writing and American literature at Everglades University. An Indiana 
native, she currently lives on the White River, and is developing a podcast about the challenges that come up 
when you’re plotting a story. She loves to help brainstorm other people’s stories and research solutions to 
writing and grammar problems! Her writing articles can be found at www.aliciarasley.com.  
 

 

mailto:rasley@gmail.com
http://www.aliciarasley.com/
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Larry D. Sweazy 

EMAIL: larrysweazy@prodigy.net   

PHONE: 317-797-6369 
 

GENRE: Fiction 

LENGTH: 3 hours 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual 
 

 

THE BIG SECRET: STARTING AND FINISHING YOUR NOVEL  
Here’s the big secret about writing novels: The hardest part of writing a novel is finishing it. The day by day 
grind it takes to write a novel can be overwhelming. Great ideas tire out. Real life gets in the way. Doubt over 
takes the dream. In this interactive workshop, Larry D. Sweazy will share proven tips and help beginning and 
seasoned writers alike to build the skills that they need to finish that special novel. Topics discussed will be 
time management, building a toolbox, finding support, writing tips, and most importantly living life as 
writer—even if they’re not published. Students should come prepared to write in class. Exercises include 
determining how many words can be written in a sitting, character creation, designing titles, writing query 
letters, and submission techniques. This workshop is designed to jump start a writers dream and turn it into a 
happy reality. 
 

LARRY D. SWEAZY was born and raised in Anderson Indiana and is a multiple-award winning, critically 
acclaimed author of 19 novels, 34 short stories, and over 60 non-fiction articles and book reviews. An early 
reader, he was raised in a home filled with paperback books brought home from the factory and watched a lot 
of 1960s westerns and 1970s detective shows on television. Larry was 49 when his first novel, The Rattlesnake 
Season (2009), was published. Since then, he has been awarded eight national writing awards, including the 
Western Writers of America (WWA) Spur Award (2), Best Books of Indiana Award (1), the Will Rogers 
Medallion Award (2), the Elmer Kelton Book Award (1), the Willa Award (1), and the WF (Western 
Fictioneers) Peacemaker Award (1). He has also been short-listed and been a finalist for several awards, and 
his books have received starred reviews in Publisher’s Weekly and the Library Journal. His books have been 
translated in Italy and Turkey. He has served on the faculty and board of directors for the Midwest Writers 
Workshop, the faculty for the Indiana Writers Center, and teaches writing workshops in Indiana and around 
the country. Larry lives in Noblesville, Indiana with his wife, Rose, and is hard at work on his next writing 
project. More information can be found at www.larrydsweazy.com. 

  

 

 

 

mailto:larrysweazy@prodigy.net
https://us-west-2.protection.sophos.com/?d=larrydsweazy.com&u=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5sYXJyeWRzd2VhenkuY29tLw==&i=NWVhYzQzNzk2OTY1NmMxNzZlZDM0NzE4&t=cUk5bWI2RjNEN20wWElGV1ZxYW5rOFYwckVSYndqWUhhUVN0N2VIcEg2cz0=&h=76e64151ec7d4d7b84a9d08f170d1f8d
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Shari Wagner 

EMAIL: sharimwagner@gmail.com  

PHONE: 317.612.4368 
 

GENRE: Poetry 

LENGTH: 1 ½ - 2 ½ hours  

FORMAT: In-person or virtual  
 
 

POETRY AS MEMOIR: EXPLORING THE TERRAIN 
Members of this writing workshop will be surprised by the details and insights they discover as they explore 
memory’s terrain with the tools of the poet. This workshop is adaptable to almost any age and experience 
level and includes an introduction to the memoir focus and writing prompt; discussion of accessible and 
engaging poetry models; creation of a collaborative list poem related to the prompt; tips on the writing 
process; writing exercises designed to draw forth memories, sensory details, and associative leaps; time to 
work on a rough draft; and the opportunity for volunteers to share what they’ve written. A few examples of 
Shari Wagner’s previous Poetry as Memoir workshops include Exploring an Inheritance; Return to a Childhood 
Place; A Coming of Age Experience; What I Learned from a Family Member; Looking at a Family Photograph; School 
Recollections; My First Job; Memories of a Library; and Memories Related to Music. These are just examples. Shari looks 
forward to designing a poetry workshop with a memoir theme tailored to the background or interests of your 
specific group. 
 

SHARI WAGNER, former Indiana Poet Laureate, is the author of three poetry books: The Farm Wife’s 
Almanac, The Harmonist at Nightfall: Poems of Indiana, and Evening Chore. She co-authored A Hundred Camels: A 
Doctor’s Sojourn and Murder Trial in Somalia and Making the Rounds: Memoirs of a Small Town Doctor and edited the 
anthologies Finding the Words: Stories and Poems of Women Veterans and Returning: Stories from the Indianapolis Senior 
Center. Her poems have appeared in many literary magazines, including The Writer's Almanac, American Life in 
Poetry, Shenandoah, and North American Review, as well as in the anthologies, Taking Root in the Heart: A Collection 
of Thirty-Four Poets from "The Christian Century," A Cappella: Mennonite Voices in Poetry, and An Indiana Christmas. 
Shari has taught poetry writing in grade schools, high schools, universities, libraries, state parks, historical 
sites, and senior centers. She has an MFA in Creative Writing from Indiana University and lives in Westfield, 
IN. Learn more at https://www.shariwagnerpoet.com/.  

 

mailto:sharimwagner@gmail.com
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.shariwagnerpoet.com%2f&c=E,1,nKsLaQV02VK9sYbkEWZ9s2IH_SRDetbokIjeTftB1jAIeu4eIDVWcIjJ1qRULZFNcE4p-mBIbuw_klfceWhat2tIptBWPjtbot5sEm_x5-I,&typo=1
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WORKSHOP LEADER: Kenneth Woods  

EMAIL: refresherpoint.verse@gmail.com 

PHONE: 812.207.5310 
 

GENRE: Poetry  

LENGTH: 1 hour 

FORMAT: In-person or virtual  
 
 

 

POETRY: PAINTING WITH WORDS  
With the rise of the popularity of poetry and an increased interest of teens in expressing themselves, this 
workshop will discusses the basics of how to write a poem. Not just how to write but talk about how to dig 
deep to find the language necessary to "paint" the world as we see it. We'll use a series of prompts to exercise 
various writing techniques. Students are expected to share their work and ask questions. This workshop is 
geared toward those teens who are interested in "Poetry Out Loud" or if they are curious about the artform 
of poetry. 
 

KENNETH WOODS, AKA “KennyFresh,” is a spoken word artist, writer, poet and author. He has performed 
in the Midwest as well as various states throughout the country. His work has been shown at an international 
conference in Athens, Greece and he’s performed on live television. Kenneth loves to perform on stage and 
translates his voice onto the page for readers to enjoy. On April 03, 2020, Kenneth released his debut poetry 
chapbook ‘Equilibrium.’ In August of 2021, three of his poems “Meticulous,” “How Are You Really?,” and 
“Art Makes Home,” were accepted into the Indiana digital poetry archive, INverse, an archive curated by the 
Indiana Poet Laureate, the Indiana State Library, and the Indiana Arts Commission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:refresherpoint.verse@gmail.com

